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Flisvos Marina hosting the ARCTIC SUNRISE vessel of GREENPEACE 
Arctic Sunrise is one of the three ships of the Greenpeace fleet. Before it was acquired by the organisation, in 
1995, it had been used for seal hunting. In fact, Greenpeace had intercepted it once in the past, when it was 
carrying equipment to build a small airfield near a penguin colony on behalf of the French government. After the 
island of Syros, Arctic Sunrise visited Flisvos Marina from 6 to 8 April 2013. People were able to board and tour 
the ship and participate in the campaign supporting low-impact fishing to keep the seas alive. 

 

Hellenic Allergology and Clinical Immunology Society (EEAKA) @ Flisvos Marina 
The Hellenic Allergology and Clinical Immunology Society visited Flisvos Marina on Sunday 14 April 2013. Using 
purpose-built stands, allergologists handed out leaflets and discussed people’s allergy-related questions and 
problems. 

 

ALMA Easter Bazaar @ Flisvos Marina 
The Easter Bazaar of the ALMA Panhellenic Association of Adapted Activities was held at Flisvos Marina on 20 and 
21 April 2013 with great success. The Bazaar was accompanied by a wide range of entertaining activities. 
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Easter Bazaar by THE SMILE OF THE CHILD @ Flisvos Marina 
The Smile of the Child held, for yet another year, a fundraising Easter Bazaar at Flisvos Marina on 27 and 28 April 
2013. 

ALMA Bazaar for Mother's Day @ Flisvos Marina 
The Bazaar of the ALMA Panhellenic Association of Adapted Activities was held at Flisvos Marina over the 
weekend of 11 and 12 May 2013, for Mother’s Day. 

 

POSEIDON ATHENS HALF MARATHON 2013 
On Sunday 12.05.13, Flisvos Marina hosted on its premises the Poseidon Half Marathon Race, as well as the 
supplementary races (Half Marathon Relay Race, Quarter Marathon, Youth Race, Young Children's Race, Athens 
Fun Run, Dynamic Walk against Diabetes and Obesity  
and Charity Run) held in the greater Faliro Cove area. 

Fire fighting exercise @ Flisvos Marina 
The exercise was organised by the Flisvos Marina Administration Body on 28.05.13. Its aim was to inform the 
leaseholders about the fire fighting equipment available at the marina and the shops, how to use them and what 
procedures to follow in an emergency.  This exercise had the twofold purpose of protecting human lives and 
safeguarding the property. 
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MAKE A WISH (Granting Suela’s Wish) @ Flisvos Marina 
A child of the Make-A-Wish Greece foundation, 4-year-old Suela, had wished for a pink bicycle! 
Her wish was fulfilled in the evening of Wednesday 29.05.2013 First, she was taken to Volta Fun Town in Flisvos 
Marina to play and then to the marina’s helipad where, together with about 30 cyclists, she was presented with 
her surprise: her bicycle! 

 

Pollution Emergency Exercise @ Flisvos Marina 
A Pollution Emergency Exercise was successfully held at Flisvos Marina on 18.06.2013. The exercise was 
organised by the marina's Administration Body (Lamda Flisvos Marina S.A.) in partnership with company 
Environmental Protection Engineering and with the participation of ELINOIL. The exercise was deemed to be 
highly satisfactory, as the existing action plan for dealing with sea pollution emergencies at Flisvos Marina 
worked perfectly. The Marina personnel who, according to the exercise scenario, will have to deal with such a 
potential pollution incident showed, for the tenth year in a row, the necessary professionalism and discipline and 
was consistent throughout the exercise, successfully taking all the necessary actions.

 

Suela, 4 years old 
I wish I had a bicycle! 
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HAROUMENA PEDIA Hope Shelter @ Flisvos Marina 

The Flisvos Marina hosted the NGO Haroumena Pedia Hope Shelter from 31.05.13 to 02.06.13 in a Bazaar 
informing the public and raising public awareness of its efforts to support supporting families with disabled 
children and to protect children’s rights. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES 

Médecins Sans Frontières @ Flisvos Marina 

On 7 and 8 June 2013 the Flisvos Marina hosted the Médecins Sans Frontières, an international independent 
medical humanitarian organisation which provides urgent assistance to persons who are hurt due to armed 
conflicts, epidemics, exclusion from medical care and natural disasters. MDF volunteers used a purpose-built 
stand to distribute leaflets with information on the work of Médecins Sans Frontières. 

 

2013 Annual Voluntary Beach Cleanup 
On Thursday 10 October 2013, for the 5th year in a row, the personnel of LAMDA Flisvos Marina, in the 
company’s capacity as a HELMEPA member, visited the town of Agii Theodori in the Prefecture of Corinth to 
participate in the Annual Voluntary Beach Cleanup. With the assistance of another HELMEPA member, the 1st 
local Primary School and its accompanying teachers, they carried out a voluntary beach cleanup. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FLOGA @ Flisvos Marina 

The Floga charity (Association of Parents of Children with Cancer) installed a stand on the Flisvos Marina 
premises on Sunday 20.10.13 during the “FILPA - - 10e CONCOURS D' ELEGANCE 2013” antique car 
competition. The charity informed the public about its various activities.
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Man at sea - KARPA @ Flisvos Marina 

The training was provided by the Flisvos Marina Administration Body (Lamda Flisvos Marina S.A.) in partnership 
with the Hellenic Lifeguard Academy (ENAK) on 05.11.2013. The training focused on basic life support 
techniques, such as the Primary Assessment, CPR and rescue breaths. The training included a lesson in rescuing 
theory and hands-on practice using a CPR mannequin, so that the participants would acquire some basic 
knowledge and will be able to take action in an emergency. The training was attended by the marina’s personnel 
and clients (boat crews, shop employees and even visitors). 
 
 

 

Christmas Bazaar by THE SMILE OF THE CHILD @ Flisvos Marina 
On Sunday 8 December 2013, the Christmas Bazaar by charity “The Smile of the Child” was held at Flisvos Marina 
with great success. The Bazaar featured products ranging from Christmas tree ornaments to wonderful gifts for 
one’s family and friends. 

Dealing with injuries @ Flisvos Marina 
The Flisvos Marina Administration Body, Lamda Flisvos Marina S.A. provided training on how to deal with 
injuries, in association with the Red Cross, on 11.12.2013. This training programmes aimed to teach the 
fundamentals of First Aid, in theory and in practice, to the general public. The participants will be able to 
administer First Aid if there is an accident in order to protect the victim's health until the emergency services 
reach the site. The training was attended by the marina’s personnel and the security staff of the premises. 

 

ALMA Christmas Bazaar @ Flisvos Marina 
The Christmas Bazaar of the ALMA Panhellenic Association of Adapted Activities was held at Flisvos Marina from 
13 to 15 December 2013 with great success and a large number of visitors. The Bazaar was held in a non-leased 
indoor area of the marina. Children placed their wishes on the Christmas tree and the association's wishing 
board and had fun with fairies, clowns and facepainting. The revenue from the Bazaar was used exclusively to 
help the programmes for disabled children in Paleo Faliro carry on. 
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Ark of the World 
Over the Christmas holidays, instead of sending corporate greeting cards, Flisvos Marina made a donation to the 
"Ark of the World" so that it can improve the living conditions of the children staying in its premises. The "Ark of 
the World” used the sum to purchase food for the children’s daily meals. 

 


